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Abstract

In the field of networking research, increased flexibility of new system architecture proposals, protocols, or algorithms is often stated
to be a competitive advantage over its existing counterparts. However, this advantage is usually claimed only on an argumentative
level and neither formally supported nor thoroughly investigated due to the lack of a unified flexibility framework. As we will
show in this paper, the flexibility achieved by a system implementation can be measured, which consequently can be used to make
different networking solutions quantitatively comparable with each other. The idea behind our mathematical model is to relate
network flexibility to the achievable subset of the set of all possible demand changes, and to use measure theory to quantify it. As
increased flexibility might come with additional system complexity and cost, our framework provides a cost model which measures
how expensive it is to operate a flexible system. The introduced flexibility framework contains different normalization strategies to
provide intuitive meaning to the network flexibility value as well, and also provides guidelines for generating demand changes with
(non-)uniform demand utilities. Finally, our network flexibility framework is applied on two different use-cases, and the benefits of
a quantitative flexibility analysis compared to pure intuitive arguments are demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, communication networks have inter-
weaved with all areas of our society, influencing segments as
different as social media, industrial production and health-care.
New application requirements create a need for dynamic changes5

of the working resources, e.g., to react to social events like flash
crowds or to shifts of communication demands like in day-night
patterns. It is commonly accepted that the ossification of exist-
ing networks – in particular of the Internet – constitutes a lack
of flexibility to adapt themselves to changing requirements ef-10

ficiently on a sufficiently small time-scale.
In recent years, several concepts have emerged to increase

flexibility in networks through virtualization, reconfigurable data
center topologies and control-plane programmability [1]. The
split between data plane and control plane, proposed by soft-15

ware defined networking (SDN) [2], is regarded as the basic
concept to provide flexible network adaptation. In addition,
network virtualization (NV) [3] allows the sharing of physical
network resources by different, independent networks. Further-
more, the softwarization of network functions via network func-20

tion virtualization (NFV) [4], replacing previously used middle-
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boxes, enables dynamic adaptations that add to flexibility. Alto-
gether, these paradigms act as an enabler towards more flexible
network operation.

General in most research, increased flexibility is often claimed 25

only on an argumentative level and not analyzed quantitatively,
mainly because the lack of a unified flexibility framework and
a common understanding of network flexibility. However, a
quantitative analysis might reveal weaknesses, unintuitive find-
ings and trade-offs required to achieve the promised flexibility. 30

For example, in [5] the authors demonstrate that while recon-
figurable data center topologies are obviously more flexible in
adapting the topology to changing traffic matrices, their per-
formance in terms of serving traffic matrices with low traffic
demands is not automatically better, as these demands do not 35

require adaptation and can be served cheaper and faster by a
static configuration. Hence, they conclude that static data center
topologies can be more flexible in terms of supporting through-
put than re-configurable ones depending on the traffic demands.
We argue that a mathematical framework of network flexibil- 40

ity is required to help revealing these (and similar) claims, and
make flexibility measurable.

Network flexibility is often investigated purely from an adapt-
ability perspective and neglects possible trade-offs that might be
induced by realizing the potential flexibility, e.g., over-provisioning45

or buying extra hardware is costly and might increase the com-
plexity of network operation. In order to formally analyze the
impact of flexibility on communication networks and enable
meaningful trade-off analysis, flexibility needs to be quanti-
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fied in a formally clean fashion. Clearly, when such a quan-50

tification is possible, this enables follow-up arguments: (i) it
enables the relative comparison of systems and their ordering
in the sense of being more or less flexible; (ii) it enables the
establishment of flexibility scaling-laws, similar to algorithmic
complexity discussions; (iii) it enables the explicit design of55

systems for increased flexibility; (iv) and most importantly, it
enables a tractable trade-off analysis with respect to introduced
cost, time, traffic demands and system complexity.

As already mentioned, increased flexibility is often claimed
in the context of SDN, NV and NFV. However, a formal argu-60

ment to support these findings is mostly missing in the respec-
tive literature [1, 5, 6] – in these times when flexibility is one
of the key promises given by network researchers. Although
different fields have their respective flexibility metrics [1], they
usually consider flexibility purely as the number of available65

options to change the system. However, the effort and time to
perform these changes – which we think has utmost importance
in networking – is missing from these definitions [1]. Hence,
in this paper we aim at starting the formal analysis of network
flexibility by proposing the use of mathematical measure func-70

tions on the size of appropriately defined set of demands to cap-
ture it [7]. Obviously, there is no such thing as “the” definition
of flexibility, such that there also is no single way to assess it.
However, we aim at providing a clean flexibility notion that (i)
is applicable to communication networks, (ii) is consistent with75

the intuitive usage of the term, that (iii) does not lead to mathe-
matical inconsistencies and (iv) can be assessed analytically as
well as with an empirical measurement procedure. Compared to
our initial measure definition fulfilling these requirements [7],
in the current manuscript we further refine these notions and im-80

prove our definitions. Furthermore, in order to provide a whole
network flexibility framework we discuss different approaches
for demand set generation and introduce a basic model for mea-
suring the cost of flexibility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 285

we enumerate basic research results on flexibility in general and
also in the context of networking. The main contributions of the
paper are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4, which contain
the theoretical and empirical results on our network flexibility
measure. We discuss how to generate demands in a meaningful90

way for the analysis in Section 5, and analyze the cost of the
system providing a given level of flexibility in Section 6. The
numerical evaluations for two concrete use cases are presented
in Section 7, and finally the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Background and Related Work95

The notion of flexibility has been defined in several contexts
and in several different ways. In order to clarify what we mean
by measuring flexibility, in this section we highlight the most
important works related to our novel network flexibility frame-
work. For a full survey of flexibility research the interested100

reader can refer to [1].

2.1. Flexibility in Communication Networks
Flexibility has emerged recently as a core target for commu-

nication network designs and is explicitly or implicitly touched
by many works on SDN, NV and NFV, but even the under- 105

standing of the word “flexible” strongly differs among different
papers. The works that directly discuss or target flexibility it-
self, and that we are aware of, can be reduced to [5, 6, 8, 9].
In [5, 6], the authors discuss the flexibility of traffic engineer-
ing solutions in data centers, arguing against the assumption 110

that wired connections are inflexible. To support their argu-
ment, the used flexibility metric is the throughput performance
for increasing traffic, compared to a “throughput proportional”
behavior. Works [8, 9] propose to measure flexibility by us-
ing an acceptance ratio over a set of induced change requests. 115

While this measure is compatible with the notion we develop
here, the authors do not introduce any formal argument of why
it reflects the flexibility of a system.

2.2. Flexibility in Different Fields
While not commonly discussed in networking, flexibility 120

analysis is a tool that has been used in other scientific contexts
[10–24], such as manufacturing systems, management science
(where an increased interest exists already for more than four
decades), software engineering, and power systems.

A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) [10–15, 21] can be 125

reconfigured to match changing requirements, e.g., changed (or
new) production volume, production flow or produced product.
As shown in the survey [11], many works follow the naive ap-
proach of defining a flexibility function and demanding differ-
ent intuitive properties to be satisfied, e.g., it should increase 130

with production volume but decrease with required production
time. As argued in [11], each function falls into one out of five
main streams, which are generalized in [13], however without
resulting in a single, consistent metric. This is criticized in [15],
as some of the introduced metrics are even shown to produce 135

inconsistent relative orderings of more or less flexible manu-
facturing systems. Exceptions are the works [10, 14], which
define flexibility more formally as the weighted efficiency of
machines over a possible task set [10] and the distance that can
be traversed by a flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) in a 140

given state space [14].
In contrast to FMS, decision theory considers the impact of

decision flexibility [16–20], which is consistently defined and
treated throughout the literature. Here, the focus is on compa-
nies that need to make decisions, influencing an unknown or 145

only partly known future. Decision flexibility is then defined
either as the amount or as the revenue of future options enabled
by a current decision. For instance, in [22] the authors address
the definition and measurement of flexibility of financial deci-
sions. 150

In the field of software engineering, flexibility has been
studied by some authors as an indicator of software quality in a
similar fashion to software complexity. In [23], software flexi-
blity is formally defined as the evolution complexity of the soft-
ware, which measures the effort – e.g., in lines of code that have 155

to be modified – of adjusting a software implementation to re-
spond to a change in the addressed problem.
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In addition, flexibility is also a well studied concept in the
field of power systems. This is motivated by the increased vari-
ability in the energy generation and demand that appeared in160

recent years, originated by the evergrowing use of renewable
energy sources, changes in the market, and appearence of new
technologies such as the smart grid. In [24], the authors quan-
tify the flexibility of a power system by combining three indi-
cators that measures how much, for how long, and how fast a165

power system can change to adapt to a changing demand. Com-
bining the views of FMS, decision theory and power systems,
flexibility is in general related to an option set, i.e., a set of
possible tasks, achievable system states or available decisions.

2.3. Flexibility versus Other Metrics170

As we have seen, flexibility refers to be able to react to pos-
sible future challenges. Preferring system (or network) states
with a large option set to possible future challenges is often re-
ferred to as intelligence, and can be modelled both as a force
that drives the system toward states with higher entropy [25],175

or as an information-theoretic metric that can be used to cal-
culate the influence an agent has on its environment in a given
state [26] (called empowerment). Using the achievable option
set size as a performance metric is identifiable in networking
context as well. For example, in minimum interference rout-180

ing [27] we use the least congested links instead of shortest
paths in order to maximize the future communication requests
that can be served, while a robust communication network is
prepared to function correctly in the presence of unknown per-
turbations in the future [28, 29].185

However, as we have seen [1], in addition to a large option
set, network flexibility should involve a dynamic component as
well: are we able to realize this potential in a timely and cost-
efficient manner? For example, although minimum interference
routing keeps future options open, calculating an optimal de-190

tour path around the network might take excessive time and the
delay (can be considered as cost) of this path might be unac-
ceptable for the applications. Furthermore, a robust network
might be prepared for failures, but the cost of the redundant re-
sources and the adaptation cost to the new condition might be195

too expensive. We believe that time and cost constraints should
be included in a useful network flexibility metric; however, to
the best of our knowledge, no such metric exists.

3. Network Flexibility

Just as most high-level terms, such as “creativity”, “intelli-200

gence” or “fairness”, the meaning of the term flexibility is not
easily defined in a clear manner, nor can any short definition
capture the full meaning of the term. However, from our lit-
erature review, we realize that the main features of interest for
communication networks are threefold, referring to (i) the vari-205

ety of adaptation possibilities, (ii) the speed of adaptation and
(iii) the overhead/cost of adaptation. For example, pro-active
dedicated protection approaches [30] can recover from single
link failures instantaneously for the price of using backup re-
sources (see Section 7.2). On the other hand, re-active restora-210

tion can respond to multiple link failures as well without extra

Ω

di d j

di, j = (di, d j)

S
V(di)

V(d j)

si s j

T ,C

Figure 1: Our system model with demand set Ω in the upper part containing
demands di, d j and possible demand change di, j = (di, d j), and with the system
states S in the lower part depicting possible valid states V(di) and V(d j) for
the corresponding demands. Demand change di, j induces system state change
si 7→ s j, which requires action time T and action cost C.

resources, but takes excessive time to respond to the network
failure [7]. Based on these observations, without claiming com-
pleteness of this definition, we refer to flexibility in the follow-
ing fashion: 215

Definition 1. Given the demands the communication network
has to respond, network flexibility is the ability of the network
to adapt its state to satisfy the new demands promptly and with
little effort.

Here, a state can be, e.g., the routes used by communica- 220

tion flows or network resource usage patterns that satisfy cer-
tain demands. The effort can be related to any cost metric, such
as overhead (e.g., control plane message or bandwidth cost),
system complexity and monetary cost (i.e., relating to capital
expenditures and operational expenses), and the conditions can 225

be externally given by technological constraints or actively de-
manded by the users through service level agreements. In an
abstract sense, different states can be realized by a given system
implementation, which is bound to specific protocols, hardware
and software modules. A change of state can then happen on 230

different time-scales and with differing effort and lead or not
lead to a proper adaptation to changing conditions. For exam-
ple, in restoration new paths for the disrupted connections are
calculated after a failure occurs. However, if the algorithm can-
not find new paths owing to the lack of resources, the network 235

cannot be adapted to the new state.
It is the above interaction of changing conditions, state change,

speed of change and needed effort to change that impact our
view on flexibility. Hence, in our framework besides introduc-
ing a measure for network flexibility based on adaptation time 240

and cost, we will also investigate the effect of changing condi-
tions (i.e., demands in Section 5) and analyse the cost of oper-
ating the network and changing states (in Section 6).

3.1. System Model
The notations of our model are summarized in Table 1. 245

System State. We consider a communication system that
can be described by a system state s ∈ S, where S contains
all possible states that the system can realize. The state can
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Table 1: Notation list for the network flexibility framework
Notations Description

s ∈ S set of all states s of the
communication system

di ∈ Ω
set of demands di (e.g., connection

requests) that can be posed to the network

V(di)
set of valid statesV(di) ⊆ S in which

demand di is satisfied

X ∈ X
set of implementations (e.g., algorithms) X

which realizes states from SX ⊆ S

VX(di)
valid system state(s) SX ∩V(di)

which can be achieved by X for demand di

di, j ∈ Ω2 set of demand changes di, j with initial
demand di and new demand d j

T (di, j),C(di, j)
action time and cost (vector) required

to perform demand change di, j

AX(T,C) set of achievable demand changes by X
within constraints T (di, j) ≤ T ;C(di, j) ≤ C

µ(AX(T,C)) network flexibility of X wrt. T and C,
where µ is an appropriate measure on Ω2

D
demand change sequence the network

is challenged with {di1, j1 , di2, j2 , di3, j3 , . . .}

µ̂D(A) estimated network flexibility
with respect to demand change sequenceD

reflect, e.g., the routes used by communication flows, end-to-
end connectivity patterns, network resource usage patterns or250

the positions of network functions or controllers. We assume it
to be given in an appropriate descriptive form, which can be a
set, tuple, matrix or vector but is in principle not limited to such,
e.g., in Fig. 2 the system states are the shortest paths realizing
the corresponding demand.255

Demand Set. Furthermore, we define a demand set Ω that
captures demands posed to the network. Demands are require-
ments on the network state and can be used to model, e.g., con-
nection requests, rate or Quality of Service (QoS) demands.
Each demand di ∈ Ω is associated with a set of valid states260

V(di) ⊆ S, in which the demand is satisfied. For instance, an
end-to-end connection request can satisfied by a state where all
links/switches are set-up properly in a network. Over time, the
demands will vary (e.g., flows will leave a network, users will
change their locations whatever) and the system will adapt its265

state in order to satisfy the demand changes. A demand change
is an event denoted by the tuple of initial demand di and new
demand d j, i.e., di, j = (di, d j) for di, d j ∈ Ω. We will use the no-
tations Ω ×Ω and Ω2 to denote the base set of demand changes
interchangeably. Each change di, j ∈ Ω2 demands that the sys-270

tem is adapted from si 7→ s j, where si ∈ V(di), s j ∈ V(d j),
respectively. In Fig. 1 we depicted a possible relationship of
the corresponding sets and adaptation of the system states in
response to demand change di, j. One can observe that the sets
V(di) andV(d j) might contain common states (i.e., where both275

di and d j are satisfied); thus, a demand change does not neces-
sarily induce a state change if the actual realization is part of
both sets.

System Implementation. Assume a system implementa-
tion X ∈ X, where X is the set of possible implementations, 280

which is bound to specific algorithms, protocols, hardware and
software modules. Due to its nature, X can realize any system
state out of a set SX ⊆ S. Consequently, ∀di ∈ Ω there is a
set of valid states, VX(di) = SX ∩ V(di), that can be achieved
by X. An example set-up is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of 285

a network where in each state si a single node-pair can com-
municate with each other on a simple path. The demands di

are the connection requests between node-pairs, and the valid
system states V(di) for demand di are the possible realizations
(i.e., simple paths or routings) of the connection. 290

In Fig. 2, the implementation X realizes each connection
according to a shortest path routing algorithm and hence will
deterministically select a realization with the minimum number
of hops from V(di) for every demand. Therefore, VX(di) con-
tains the single system state corresponding to the chosen short- 295

est path. For example, valid system states for d1 are V(d1) =

{v1 − v2, v1 − v3 − v2, v1 − v3 − v4 − v2}, whileVX(d1) = {s1} =

{v1 − v2}. A demand change d1,4 = (d1, d4) in Fig. 2(a) will
induce a system state change from s1 7→ s4, the realization of
which requires a certain amount of time and comes at a certain 300

cost.
Action Time & Cost. In general, the time needed for the

system to adapt (including all the required processing such as
algorithm execution time and time due to implementation ar-
tifacts) is described by the action time T : Ω2 7→ R+, which 305

maps each demand change to its appropriate time value (e.g.,
time elapsed until the new flow is established in Fig. 2). Fur-
thermore, each demand change is associated with an action
cost, which is described by the mapping C : Ω2 7→ R+ and
reflects the effort of adapting to the demand change (e.g., the 310

number of forwarding table changes). As the action cost might
have multiple components with different restrictions1, we will
denote it as a vector C.

For the sake of simplicity and readability, throughout this
paper we restrict ourselves to the simple model introduced above. 315

In particular, we consider the case that VX(di) ∈ SX is either
empty or a single element, i.e., the demands are formulated in
a way that only a single state will satisfy it. This applies, e.g.,
to systems where the demand itself is a system state or to sys-
tems that adapt themselves towards a unique optimum state, as 320

in the given example in Fig. 2. In this model T and C become
deterministic, memoryless mappings on Ω × Ω 7→ R+, respec-
tively: whether a system can adapt to changing demands only
depends on the current system state and never on the past sys-
tem states. However, we note that the introduced framework 325

can be extended towards probabilistic state changes and valid
setsVX(di) containing multiple states [7].

3.2. Formal Network Flexibility Definition
A quantifier for flexibility should exhibit at least the fol-

lowing three properties to match the way we use the terminol- 330

ogy. As we want to be able to sort systems and implementa-
tions with respect to flexibility, its quantifier should allow an

1Please, refer to Section 6.1 for a detailed cost of flexibility analysis.
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v1

v2

v3

v4

s1

s4

d1,4

(a) Demand change d1,4 is realiz-
able with τX = 1 and cX = 3 (16
such di, j demand changes).

v1

v2

v3

v4

s1

s3
d1,3

(b) Demand change d1,3 is realiz-
able with τX = 2 and cX = 3 (4
such di, j demand changes).

v1

v2

v3

v4

s1

s6

d1,6

(c) Demand change d1,6 is realiz-
able with τX = 1 and cX = 4 (10
such di, j demand changes).

(T,C) µ(A) µ̂D(A)
(1,3) 16 0.53
(2,3) 20 0.67
(1,4) 26 0.87
(2,4) 30 1.0

(d) Time and cost constraints,
achievable demand changes by
X, and corresponding flexibility
values.

Figure 2: A 4-node example network with unit edge capacities and with demand set Ω = {d1 = (v1, v2), d2 = (v1, v3), d3 = (v1, v4), d4 = (v2, v3), d5 = (v2, v4), d6 =

(v3, v4)} (i.e., 30 possible demand changes in D). A shortest path routing algorithm X realizes the path with the least number of hops from V(di), e.g., VX(d1) =

{s1} = {v1 − v2} for d1. The adaptation cost cX is the number of reconfigured nodes (switches), and the action time τX corresponds to the number of steps the demand
change can be realized (i.e., in 1 step if the edge(s) for the new demand are not occupied, and in 2 if the capacity of the edge was used).

ordering (i.e., a “≤” operation), in which more flexible sys-
tems should achieve a larger flexibility value. Furthermore, it
should be possible to have a “totally inflexible” system, which335

intuitively should be assigned value zero. Because such an in-
flexible system is less flexible than any other system, flexibility
should have non-negative values.

From our previous discussion, flexibility is related to the
amount of demand changes that a system can support, to the340

time scale at which it can serve a demand and to the effort asso-
ciated with it. Using the system model described in Section 3.1,
we introduce the following key definition of our framework:

Definition 2. The set of achievable demand changes by the
considered system implementation X under given action time345

constraint T and action cost constraint C is defined as:

AX(T,C) =
{
di, j ∈ Ω ×Ω : i , j;VX(di),VX(d j) , ∅;

T (di, j) ≤ T ;C(di, j) ≤ C
}
.

The first line only ensures that di, j is a valid demand change,
i.e., it can be performed by implementation X. Next, we assess350

the flexibility of a system implementation as the “size” of the
set2 AX(T,C). Armed with this fact, we are ready to present
our network flexibility definition:

Definition 3. Given a network implementation X with the set
of achievable demand changes AX(T,C) with respect to time355

and cost constraints T and C. The network flexibility of X is
defined as µ(AX(T,C)), where µ is an appropriate measure on
Ω ×Ω.

For ease of notation, we will drop inputs X, T , C when they
do not explicitly contribute to the understanding and write µ(A)360

instead of µ(AX(T,C)). An example is given in Fig. 2(d), where
µ is the counting measure, i.e., µ(A) is simply the number of
achievable demand changes within T and C.

2Although for set size usually operator |·| is used, we will use set function
µ(·) instead to emphasize the variety of measures which can be applied.

3.3. Properties of the Network Flexibility Measure

The size of achievable demand changes indeed meets our 365

intuitions about flexibility. This we show with the following
observations, which follow directly from Definition 3 and the
properties of mathematical measures:

Observation 1. Implementation X that cannot react to any de-
mand change has zero flexibility, i.e., is inflexible, asAX(T,C) = 370

∅ and hence µ(AX(T,C)) = 0.

The strictness of Observation 1, demanding that the system
cannot react to any demand change, in fact implies that only
few systems can be claimed to be completely inflexible.

Observation 2. Implementation X is more flexible than Y if it 375

can react to more demand changes under time and cost con-
straints T , C, indicated by µ(AY (T,C)) ≤ µ(AX(T,C)). Triv-
ially, this is the case whenAY (T,C) ⊆ AX(T,C).

Observation 3. If implementation X and Y can realize differ-
ent demand changes, an implementation Z = X ∪ Y can be
constructed, that selects among X and Y the one that can re-
alize a given demand change within the constraints, with ties
broken arbitrarily. It holds ∀T,C that

µ(AZ(T,C)) ≥ max{µ(AX(T,C)), µ(AY (T,C))}.

Proof. This follows from AZ(T,C) = AX(T,C) ∪ AY (T,C)
which induces µ(AZ(T,C)) = µ(AX(T,C)) + µ(AY (T,C)) −
µ(AX(T,C) ∩AY (T,C)) [31] and hence

µ(AZ(T,C)) ≥ max{µ(AX(T,C)), µ(AY (T,C))}.

The arguments given in Observations 2 and 3 in fact reflect the
perspective that is found often in literature when flexibility is 380

claimed in the context of SDN, NFV, or NV: By enabling re-
configuration of the network, its functions, flows or similar, the
resulting system is one that can do anything it could do before,
and more; thus, it must be more flexible. From a formal per-
spective, this argument is only partly applicable to real systems, 385

as it assumes that the reconfiguration itself does not induce any
substantially increased delay or cost. As soon as the reconfigu-
ration induces a non-negligible delay or cost overhead, there are
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time T or cost C constraints under which the re-configuration
itself is a drawback that can actually make the network less flex-390

ible. When network operation requires reaction times or cost
efficiency corresponding to these tight constraints, the impact
of this decrease needs to be investigated, otherwise increased
flexibility can be an empty promise.

3.4. Dimensions of Network Flexibility395

While the evaluation over a size of achievable demand changes
has an intuitive relation to flexibility, the introduction of time
and cost constraints is at first a little counter-intuitive. How-
ever, their use is in accordance with the multi-dimensionality of
flexibility has been observed already in the discussed literature.400

Formally, we establish the “dimensions” adaptability, reactivity
and cost-efficiency. Consider two system implementations X,
Y with associated sets AX(T,C) and AY (T,C), respectively3.
Then, we define the following:

Definition 4. We say that implementation X is at least as reac-405

tive as Y if

∀T : µ(AY (T,∞)) ≤ µ(AX(T,∞)), (1)

that X is at least as cost-efficient as Y if

∀C : µ(AY (∞,C) ≤ µ(AX(∞,C)), (2)

and that X is at least as adaptive as Y if:

µ(AY (∞,∞)) ≤ µ(AX(∞,∞)). (3)

The reactivity property states that, disregarding cost, im-
plementation X can react to demand changes at least as fast as410

implementation Y . Analogy holds for cost-efficiency with re-
spect to cost. The notions of reactivity and cost-efficiency can
be interpreted as Pareto-superiority in the time and cost dimen-
sions. Finally, adaptability states that, independent of time and
cost, implementation X can react to at least as many demand415

changes as implementation Y .
One can argue that X is more flexible than Y if it is better

in any of these properties. Hence, each constraint combination
(T,C) of the flexibility evaluation can be interpreted as an em-
phasis on the adaptability, reactivity and cost-efficiency prop-420

erty, with more stringent constraints enforcing better reactivity
and cost-efficiency. However, we note that relaxing one or both
of these constraints might result that flexibility is equivalent to
existing metrics (e.g., acceptance ratio in Section 7, or network
robustness), which can be calculated with alternative tools as425

well. Although flexibility in these cases might not have any ad-
ditional meaning, in order to keep our definition as general as
possible, we do not want to exclude these cases.

Hence, in the rest of the paper, we will mainly focus on the
general flexibility definition, but keep in mind that the findings430

are applicable to all of these dimensions with an appropriate
constraint selection.

3We denote with “∞” if a constraint is infinitely relaxed on that parameter.

3.5. Normalization of the Flexibility Measure

We have motivated that flexibility can be quantified by a
measure µ on AX(T,C), which reflects the size of the set of 435

achievable demand changes. Note that, with this definition flex-
ibility is by no means a unique metric. For example, the use
of different measure types, such as the Dirac measure versus
the counting measure, will result in different flexibility values
and even might lead to different relative orderings of systems. 440

However, if µ is a valid measure, then µ′(A) = cµ(A) for any
constant c > 0 fulfills all properties of a measure, too [31]. In
this case, although µ′ and µ will have different absolute values,
they will induce the same ordering of implementations with re-
spect to network flexibility. Therefore, we can normalize the 445

measure with respect to an arbitrary base set B ⊆ Ω × Ω that
satisfies 0 < µ(B) < ∞ in order to provide intuitive meaning for
our flexibility value by defining:

µB(A) :=
1

µ(B)
µ(A). (4)

It is easy to see that any scaling factor cancels out for µB:

µ′B(A) =
1

cµ(B)
cµ(A) =

1
µ(B)

µ(A) = µB(A). (5)

Different choices for B can in general lead to different intu- 450

itive interpretations.

• The direct “amount” of achievable demands inAX(T,C)
can be represented as the choice of a set with µ(B) = 1,
and then has the following intuition:

µ(A) = µB(A) = # achievable demand changes. (6)

Although we consider Eq. (6) as a measure for flexibility, 455

the outcome will be a number between [0, µ(Ω2)], which
is a rather arbitrary output, as we have seen in Fig. 2(d).

• Another option is the normalization by the maximum num-
ber of achievable demand changes over all possible im-
plementations X ∈ X, i.e, B := A∗, where

A∗ = arg max
X

µ(AX(T,C)).

This measure has the intuitive meaning of flexibility de-
gree ϕX(T,C) := µA∗ (A), which is

ϕX(T,C) =
µ(A)
µ(A∗)

=
# achievable changes by X

# max. achievable changes over X
.

Obviously ϕX(T,C) ∈ [0, 1], which motivates the term 460

degree. A flexibility degree of one corresponds to a sys-
tem being “100%”, i.e., maximum flexible. For example,
if we can select any available path in the network in Fig. 2
instead of only the shortest path, then µ(A∗X(1, 4)) = 30
(as we can satisfy demands in Fig. 2(b) in 1 step as well), 465

hence ϕX(T,C) = 0.86 for shortest path routing algo-
rithm X in our network. However, we note that it is not
easy to find µ(A∗) in general.
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Although both the number of achievable demand changes
and the flexibility degree are valid metrics, they do not have an470

intuitive meaning or they are hard to calculate in practice, re-
spectively. In Section 4 we will discuss normalizations that can
be achieved empirically, which conforms the intuitive meaning
of flexibility.

4. Flexibility Evaluation475

By the introduced theoretical framework in Section 3, mea-
suring the flexibility of system implementation X requires the
identification of setAX(T,C) – i.e., the set of possible demand
changes under time constraint T and cost constraint C. In this
section, we discuss how to empirically measure and compare480

the flexibility of different system implementations. Further-
more, we discuss how the results measured in different set-ups
can be combined into an overall metric.

4.1. Exact Flexibility

An intuitive way to measureAX(T,C) for given (T,C) con-485

straints is introduced in the following. Given a system under
test whose flexibility shall be calculated, we select an infinite
length demand change sequence4 D = {di1, j1 , di2, j2 , di3, j3 , . . .},
which may contain arbitrary demand changes5. We argue that
challenging the system with this sequence and observing its re-490

action for each demand change, the flexibility measure can be
evaluated. First, for each demand change di, j, we assume that it
occurs inD with a relative frequency

ν(di, j) = lim
K→∞

1
K

K∑
k=1

1{di, j = dik , jk }. (7)

1{·} therein is the indicator function, which is one if the logical
statement is true and zero otherwise. We refer to ν as the chal-
lenge profile, which is imposed onto the system under test by
sequenceD. By counting the number of changes that are inA,
we measure:

µν(A) =

∫
di, j∈Ω2

ν(di, j)1{di, j ∈ A}dµ =

∫
di, j∈A

ν(di, j)dµ,

where the second equality holds because A ⊆ Ω2 and the inte-
gral
∫
· dµ denotes Lebesgue integration, which is an abstrac-

tion of integration towards arbitrary measurable set systems [31].
Intuitively, the system under test reacts to challenge profile ν
and exhibits a certain flexibility. Now, because ν has all proper-
ties of a normalized density with cumulative measure of∫

Ω2
ν(di, j)dµ = 1,

4Where appropriate, we will consider sequence D as a set with unique ele-
ments in it.

5In the case of continuous demands, first we might need to identify a set of
demand changes D′ ⊆ Ω2 with µ(D′) < ∞ such that AX(T,C) ⊆ D′ holds,
from which the demand changes are selected intoD.

it can be interpreted as a probability density function, reflecting
the probability of a demand change being challenged by the 495

sequenceD. This leads to

µν(A) =

∫
di, j∈Ω2

ν(di, j)1{di, j ∈ A}dµ

=
∑

di, j∈Ω2

ν(di, j)1{di, j ∈ A} =
∑

di, j∈A

ν(di, j)

= E
{
1{di, j ∈ A} | D

}
= Pr{di, j ∈ A | D}. (8)

E{·} therein is the expectation value and Pr{·} the probability 500

of an event occurring. That is, flexibility corresponds to the
expectation of the demand changes contained in D being in A
under the specific challenge profile ν. From the definition of
the setA, the expectation is nothing but the probability that the
system can react to the challenged demand changes in sequence 505

D within the target time and cost constraints (T,C).
An important design choice for evaluating flexibility is the

selection of sequence D. In particular, if it can be chosen such
that the challenge profile is uniform, i.e., ∀di, j ∈ D : ν(di, j) =

1/µ(D), then the flexibility is: 510

µν(A) =

∫
di, j∈Ω2

ν(di, j)1{di, j ∈ A}dµ (9)

=
1

µ(D)

∫
di, j∈A

1dµ =
µ(A)
µ(D)

= µD(A), (10)

which is proportional to µ(A). Hence, we get back to a nor-
malized version of the flexibility measure defined in Sec. 3.5,
with the selection of B = D. As we have argued, µD(A) is 515

equivalent to µ(A) in that sense that it induces the same rela-
tive ordering. On the other hand, if ν is not uniform, we will
have a weighted flexibility value with more emphasis on the
demand changes that occur more often. This better matches
observed system behavior in a running environment, as the sys- 520

tem might be challenged with the same demand changes (e.g.,
in flow demands, connection requests, virtual network requests,
etc.) multiple times, while others might not be requested at all.
Although such flexibility value will be distorted with respect to
our original definition, we can claim it to be the flexibility of 525

the system with respect to the given challenge profile ν.

4.2. Estimated Flexibility
In practice we cannot generate an infinite length demand

change sequence to obtain the exact network flexibility value.
Thus, we will have only a finite length demand change sequence, 530

which distorts the resulting values because the targeted relative
frequencies might not be matched precisely. However, the flex-
ibility evaluation boils down to estimating the event probability
from Eq. (8). Consider a demand change sequence D of finite
length N, with elements randomly chosen out of Ω2 with uni- 535

form distribution. By using the empiric mean as estimator for
the expectation, an estimate for µD(A) can be created, which is

µ̂D(A) =
µ̂(A)
µ̂(D)

=

∑N
k=1 1{dik , jk ∈ A}

N
. (11)
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Algorithm 1 Estimating Flexibility µ̂D(A)
1: Input: X, Ω, T,C, N
2: Variables: ΣA := 0
3: Create sequenceD with N elements out of Ω2

4: for k ∈ {1, ...,N} do
5: Impose demand change dik , jk

6: Observe δX :=

1, if dik , jk is realized
0, else

7: Measure τX(dik , jk ), cX(dik , jk )
8: ∆ := 1{δX = 1 ∧ τX(dik , jk ) ≤ T ∧ cX(dik , jk ) ≤ C}
9: ΣA := ΣA + ∆

10: end for
11: Output µ̂D(A) := ΣA/N

The intuitive meaning of this estimated flexibility can be
reduced to

µ̂D(A) =
# of supported changes

# of posed changes
. (12)

Indeed, Eq. (12) takes exactly the form proposed in [8, 9], such540

that we are able to re-motivate it. The given results lead to an
overall estimation flow of flexibility as is given in Algorithm 1.
Due to the behavior of the empiric mean, the estimate becomes
arbitrarily precise for N → ∞:

lim
N→∞

µ̂D(A) = E
{
1{di, j ∈ A}

}
= µD(A). (13)

A measure defined this way will always be out of the inter-545

val [0, 1], which follows the intuition of the flexibility degree
defined in Section 3.5. However, in this case it is not guaran-
teed that 100% flexibility is reachable, because D might con-
tain non-achievable demand changes in contrast withA∗. In our
running example in Fig. 2, the estimated flexibility values are550

shown in Fig. 2(d), where D contains the 30 possible demand
changes from Ω2. One can observe that with constraints (2, 4)
all 30 demand changes can be achieved, hence, 100% network
flexibility can be reached. Furthermore, the estimated flexibility
value decreases as the constraints getting tighter, which meets555

our expectation.

4.3. Compound Network Flexibility
Our metric so far measures and compares the flexibility of

implementations X and Y with respect to a given aspect and
parameter setting of the network. However, different settings560

might result in different relative ordering of X and Y in terms of
their flexibility, questioning which one is more flexible. Here,
we discuss how can we extend our measure to combine the flex-
ibility value of different system set-ups into an overall metric,
obtained e.g., with multiple T and C constraints, in different565

network topologies, using different challenge profiles ν or con-
sidering different cost components in C. Such a compound flex-
ibility measure would allow us to draw better conclusions about
the overall flexibility of different implementations. Note that,

calculating the flexibility values for several challenge profiles 570

or for a wide range of (T,C) constraint combinations might be
a tedious job, especially if we consider time as a continuous
parameter. Furthermore, selecting meaningful constraint val-
ues assumes deep knowledge of network traffic characteristics
and service level agreements, which is only obtainable through 575

costly measurements or might not be accessible, respectively.
Therefore, these calculations urge the need of benchmark flex-
ibility values for given system set-ups, which can support the
calculation of compound flexibility from a manageable number
of relevant network scenarios. However, providing such bench- 580

mark settings is far from trivial.
Consider a set K of system set-ups, in which we want to

measure the flexibility of two system implementations X and
Y , respectively. For example, the different set-ups could cor-
respond to different network graphs6 on which two flow em- 585

bedding algorithms are evaluated, different time and cost con-
straints, or different aspects of the network [9] (e.g., resource
scaling or topolgoy adaptation). Intuitively, we want to evalu-
ate the overall performance, e.g., by averaging flexibility over
set-ups, summing them up or considering the maximum and/or 590

minimum achieved flexibility. For a consistent comparison over
different system set-ups, it must be ensured that ∀k, k′ ∈ K :
µ̂(Dk) = µ̂(Dk′ ), i.e., that the same normalization is used. This
is intuitive at first glance but often needs to be explicitly en-
sured, e.g., if Dk depends on the currently used set-up, such 595

as the underlying topology (a 20-node network has more node-
pairs – demand changes – than the 4-node topology in Fig. 2).
When the normalization sets differ, the used measures will in
fact vary for different set-ups k, k′, which can lead to inconsis-
tent orderings. Obviously, averaging over such different mea- 600

sures might not give any insightful results. Therefore, in or-
der to obtain meaningful results, we use the demand change set
Dtot = ∪kDk for normalization purposes, where each system
set-up k is challenged with its corresponding demand changes
fromDtot. As a result, flexibility can be evaluated with a consis- 605

tent measure over all different set-ups, leading to the outcome
of

µ̂Dtot (A) =

|K|∑
k=1

µ̂(Ak)
µ̂(Dtot)

=

|K|∑
k=1

µ̂(Ak)
µ̂(Dk)

µ(Dk)
µ̂(Dtot)

,

=

|K|∑
k=1

wkµ̂Dk (Ak), (14)

where wk =
µ̂(Dk)
µ̂(Dtot)

;
∑

k

wk = 1. 610

In words, the overall flexibility measure can be obtained as
the weighted sum over the measures of each set-up, where the
weights denote the relative sizes of the normalization sets Dk.
This conforms our intuitive definition, as a set-up which has to
adapt to more demand changes should have a larger importance. 615

6Note that, depending on the model the network topology might be part of
the system states, the implementation, or it can be considered as a demand as
well.
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5. Demand Changes

We defined flexibility of a communication network as the
size of achievable demand changes from a given demand change
sequenceD. Hence, the measured flexibility highly depends on
the generated sequenceD in Algorithm 1. As sampling sets in a620

meaningful way has a huge literature [32] and selecting demand
changes from Ω2 is not different at all, here we only discuss the
most important considerations onD regarding network flexibil-
ity.

5.1. Different Types of Demand Changes625

In Sec 3.1 we briefly defined demands as external require-
ments that have to be met by the network. These requirements
can lead to multiple types of different demand changes, i.e., new
flow requests, topology extensions, link failures, etc. These de-
mand changes may be based upon system parameters that can630

be modified by end users (such as source-destination pairs of
embedded flows), or they can be unpredictable external changes
(such as link failures). In general, the requirements leading to
demand changes can be regarded as the instantaneous state of
the external environment, in which the system operates, and635

can be modeled as a set of (possibly many) different parameters
(e.g., modified by end users or through unpredictable events).
This leads to a potentially high variability in the demand space
Ω when performing flexibility analysis. Flexibility analysis ap-
plies for multiple demand change types without explicit men-640

tioning.

5.2. Single-Shot Demand Changes Versus Sequence of Changes

We defined the demand change sequence asD = {di1, j1 , di2, j2 ,
di3, j3 , . . . , diN , jN }, where each di, j is a change from an arbitrary
demand di to d j, and the different elements of the sequence645

are independent from each other (e.g., if they were sampled
uniformly random). However, there might be some scenar-
ios where only the ability to serve a given ordered sequence
of demand changes (e.g., adapting the network continuously to
traffic load changes during a week including daily and weekly650

peeks) has importance rather than the ratio of achievable single-
shot demand changes. In these scenarios the elements of the de-
mand change sequence can be defined as an ordered sequence
of demand changes di1, j1 = (di1,i2 , di2,i3 , di3,i4 , . . ., diM−1,iM= j1 ),
where the system adapts from state to state fromV(di1 ),V(di2 ),655

V(di3 ), . . . ,V(diM ). When the network can perform all of these
changes we say it is flexible, while the inability to adapt to only
a single demand change within constraints T and C from the
sequence M can be considered as a failure to serve di1, j1 and
shows the inflexibility of the system7. As with this definition660

the fulfilment of each di, j can be judged similarly to di, j, the
network flexibility of D = {di1, j1 ,di2, j2 ,di3, j3 , . . . ,diN , jN } can be
calculated in the same way as we have shown for the single-shot
demand changes.

7Note that considering the sequence in di1 , j1 as single-shot demand changes,
our original network flexibility metric would give an M − 1/M flexibility value
for di1 , j1 instead of 0.

5.3. How to Generate Demand Changes? 665

In most cases, the demand or state spaces of the system are
infinitely large rendering exact flexibility measurement not fea-
sible. Flexibility can only be estimated based on a selected,
finite-length demand change sequence D ⊂ Ω2, cf. Sec. 4.2.
For some systems, there are well established benchmarking pro- 670

cedures, e.g. specified by IETF [33] or ETSI [34], which pro-
pose sets of specific tests (with specific numbers) to evaluate
the devices under test. While such specific procedures can pro-
vide hints on how to generate demands or demand changes for
estimating flexibility, they often focus on a limited part of the 675

demand space only [35]. The question is how a meaningful
demand change sequence can be generated so that the con-
tained requests challenge the system to cover a significant part
of the state space. Moreover, for a large fraction of systems
such benchmarks do not exist. Thus, a more general procedure 680

for generation of a meaningful demand change sequence is re-
quired. We suggest the following procedure:

1. Start with common input attributes and models for the use
case, e.g., for a routing scenario, there are arrival times of
flows, the flow sizes, and the sources and destinations of 685

the flows.
2. Generate a list of demands by uniformly sampling the

attributes from 1. and derive the subset of demands that
are per se feasible in the system, i.e., in the empty system.
Note that depending on the system the feasibility check 690

might be an expensive operation. In case you compare
multiple systems, select the feasible demands for every
system and build the union of the sets.

3. Generate requests, i.e., demand transitions, by uniformly
sampling from the set of feasible demands. 695

4. Incorporate additional knowledge about future behavior
or particular interest in demand changes by means of util-
ity (Sec. 6.3).

The example in Fig. 2 has a finite demand set of size 6 re-
sulting in 30 possible demand changes. Thus, flexibility can 700

be exactly measured. However, this does not hold for the case-
studies presented in Sec.7 where we provide a more detailed
example of the request generation process.

6. Cost of Flexibility Analysis

Flexibility is intuitively related to cost, yet in a contradic- 705

tory manner. On the one hand, a more flexible system may
lead to a better performance, hence increasing earnings or re-
ducing cost. On the other hand, increasing flexibility requires
additional resource usage, which can lead to higher costs. In
this section we formally define the different flexibility-related 710

cost components, which can be used by the operator in order to
calculate the cost of a flexible network.

6.1. Action Cost

In Sec. 3.1 we introduced the concept of action cost as the
effort of adapting to the demand change. A maximum value C 715
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of this cost is used in Eq. (1) to define the set of achievable de-
mand changes AX(T,C), upon which we define our flexibility
measure. With the intention of providing a detailed analysis of
the relation between cost and flexibility, we formally defined
the action cost C as a function mapping each demand change to720

a cost value:
C(di, j) : Ω2 7→ R+. (15)

The cost associated to a demand change reflects all the addi-
tional resource usage which the network incurs during the ac-
tion time, i.e., during adaptation. We can therefore distinguish
two action cost subcomponents, which might be considered to-725

gether or as different elements of cost vector C:

• Proaction cost CP: This is the cost of deciding how to
adapt when there is a new demand change. In other words,
it reflects the cost of interpreting the demand change and
running the appropriate adaptation or optimization algo-730

rithms to select a new network state. As a result, we can
express it as a function of the demand change di, j:

CP(di, j) : Ω2 7→ R+. (16)

Although it may be trivial in some cases, this proaction
cost is always present after a demand change and it can
be highly relevant when the adaptation implies solving a735

hard optimization problem.

• Reaction cost CR: This is the cost of performing the se-
lected adaptation, that is, the selected state change after a
demand change. It reflects the additional resource usage
required to change the state. As a result, we can express740

it as a function of the current and future states si and s j,
respectively:

CR(si, s j) : S2 7→ R+. (17)

Note that this cost component is absent if the demand
change di, j leads to no adaptation, either when si already
fulfills d j (that is, si ∈ V(d j)) or because no state fulfill-745

ing d j could be selected.

As a result, we can describe the action cost C(di, j) required by
demand change di, j as the combination of the proaction and the
reaction cost:

C(di, j) = CP(di, j) + CR(si, s j). (18)

If we assume that demand changes occur randomly, C(di, j)750

is directly related to the probability distribution of the cost of
the demand changes. Thus, once we have set a maximum action
cost C to define our flexibility degree ϕX(T,C), there will be, in
general, a negative correlation between the average action cost
and the flexibility of our system. Simply put, the higher the755

action cost, the lower the flexibility. This follows the intuition
behind our measure, which penalizes adaptations that are too
costly.

6.2. Preparation Cost
In general, the trend between flexibility and action cost can- 760

not be extrapolated to the total cost of a system. For instance,
in a full-mesh network with high capacity links, on which we
could easily embed new flow demands, the action cost would be
very low, but the cost of deploying and operating such an over-
provisioned network will clearly surpass the action cost reduc- 765

tion in many practical cases. Therefore, apart from the action
cost, which reflects the resource usage when a demand changes,
we have to consider another cost component: the preparation
cost K . This is the cost of deploying and operating a flexi-
ble system, even if no demand changes occur. Intuitively, we 770

expect that a flexible system, that is, a system that can dynam-
ically adapt to multiple demands, may lead to higher deploy-
ment and operation costs. We can further distinguish between
two cost subcomponents:

• Provisioning cost KP: This is the cost of building and 775

deploying a flexible network, i.e., the capital expendi-
tures (CAPEX). Depending on whether the cost analysis
is being used to compare systems or not, this subcompo-
nent can be defined as relative to a baseline CAPEX that
is required to deploy a non-flexible network, or it can be 780

the full CAPEX.

• Readiness cost KR: This is the cost of operating a flex-
ible network, i.e., the operating expenses (OPEX). Fol-
lowing from this definition, the readiness costKR(s, d) is
a function of the system state s and reflects how well the 785

network is adapted to the current demand d:

KR(s, d) : S ×Ω 7→ R+. (19)

As a result, each possible state s ∈ V(d) has an associated
costKR(s, d), such that it can be taken into account when
selecting the state. It follows from this definition that
the readiness cost is directly related to the instantaneous 790

resource consumption of the network. For example, a
state with a high energy consumption owing to frequent
network monitoring, high link utilization, etc. features a
larger readiness cost than that of a state with low energy
consumption. 795

Fig. 3 shows a depiction of the different cost components.
It can be seen that demand changes di, j and d j,k (upper part
of the figure) both incur proaction costs CP(di, j) and CP(d j,k),
respectively, as they have to decide whether adaptation is re-
quired or not. However, only d j,k causes a state change, which is 800

charged by the reaction cost CR(s j, sk). Additionally, the readi-
ness costs of operating the network in states s j and sk areKR(s j)
and KR(s j), respectively. These components can be considered
either different elements in C for the flexibility analysis with a
different constraint on each component, or can be incorporated 805

into a scalar with a single cost constraint (if it is possible to find
a common basis of the different cost values).

6.3. Cost of Flexibility and Demand Utilities
In the flexibility evaluation discussed so far, every demand

change was considered equally important. However, this might 810
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Ω

di d j dk

di, j d j,k

S V(di)

V(d j) V(dk)

KR(si)

CP(di, j)
KR(sk)CP(d j,k)+CR(s j, sk)

Figure 3: Illustration of readiness cost (KR), proaction cost (CP), and reaction
cost (CR) for two demand changes. The system state si satisfies demands di and
d j, that is, si = VX(di) = VX(d j) for implementation X. Consequently, there is
no reaction cost for demand change di, j.

not be true in real scenarios: fulfilling some demands may be
crucial, whereas fulfilling others might have no effect. We can
intuitively measure this “importance” with an utility function.
For example, consider a utility function where only two demand
changes di, j and d j,i are actually assigned a non-zero value (e.g.,815

we are only switching back and forth between demands d1 and
d6 in Fig. 2(c)). Hence, any two system implementation X and
Y capable of reacting to these two changes will have the same
utility. In contrast, their flexibility can very well differ if X is
able to handle only these two demand changes while Y is flex-820

ible enough to react within constraints (T,C) to any possible
demand change (flexibility of 0.06 and 0.87 in Fig. 2 for con-
straints (1, 4), respectively). This intuitive idea of utility can be
formally defined by using the aforementioned cost components,
since the importance of fulfilling a demand can be matched with825

the cost of running in an unadapted state under that demand.
Concretely, we consider that the utility function u : Ω×Ω 7→ R+

of demand change di, j is

u(di, j) =
∑

s<V(d j)

KR(s, d j) −
∑

s′∈V(d j)

KR(s′, d j), (20)

that is, the difference of the accumulated readiness cost of not
fulfilling the demand and fulfilling the demand. Note that the830

initial demand di does not play any role in Eq. (20), but it is
included as an input variable to better merge it with the previous
formulation, as will become clear in the following.

We will now show how the utility of different demands can
be incorporated in our flexibility metric. Given a utility func-835

tion u that reflects how valuable the ability to change a certain
demand from one to another is assumed. In many cases, the
utility of a demand change is mostly impacted by the utility of
its target demand, which can be appropriately modeled. Then,
for given constraints (T,C), we define the utility of flexibility840

as:
µ(A) =

∫
di, j∈A

u(di, j)dµ. (21)

Eq. (21) reflects the total utility enabled by allowing the switch-
ing between demands.

Estimation of utility can be established analog to estimation
of flexibility, by designing a demand change sequence D with845

profile ν and defining utility of flexiblity as

µν(A) =

∫
di, j∈Ω2

u(di, j)ν(di, j)1{di, j ∈ A}dµ

= E
{
u(di, j) | di, j ∈ A,D

}
. (22)

When ν is uniform, µν(A) = µ(A)/µ(D) holds, which again
allows comparison among different implementations. An esti- 850

mation process can then be created by replacing Line 9 in Al-
gorithm 1 with ΣA := ΣA + u(dik , jk ) · ∆.

Finally, note that the exact flexibility for non-uniform chal-
lenge profiles in Section 4.1 can be expressed as utility if u(di, j)
is selected as the relative frequency ν(di, j) of occurrence in the 855

demand change sequenceD.

7. Experimental Results

In this section we show how the proposed network flexi-
bility framework can be applied for the use-cases of controller
placement and resilience, and discuss some additional insights 860

a quantitative flexibility analysis can bring compared to quali-
tative claims.

7.1. Dynamic Controller Placement in SDN
Consider an SDN network described by a graphG = (N ,E),

that is managed by 1, 2, .., |N| controllers. The SDN network 865

faces constantly changing flow demand, i.e., flows are enter-
ing and leaving the network over time. In order to react to the
changing flow demands, the controllers program the network
switches in a centralized fashion to serve the flow demands in
the network, i.e., to establish connections between the sources 870

and the destinations of the flow demands. Generally, SDN is
claimed as flexible in literature due to its ability to control data
plane devices via a standardized interface from a logically cen-
tralized control plane. However, the separation between con-
trol and data plane can introduce additional latencies, i.e., flow 875

setup times; the controllers need to send control messages over
the network to the data plane devices [8].

We model this set-up as follows. The network state is given
by the current paths on which the flows are embedded, as well
as the positions of the controllers in the network. We assume 880

that the controller positions are optimized towards a minimum
average flow set-up time at each instant. Although someone
might claim that this comparison is not fair in terms of achiev-
able control plane latency (existing studies have already shown
that multiple controllers might achieve lower control plane la- 885

tencies), we argue that it can still be a realistic scenario. First,
it should be noted that optimization targets and cost aspects can
always be use case specific. Hence, we argue that minimizing
control plane latencies for one and multiple controllers trades-
off other cost aspects when comparing those architectures: for 890

instance, multiple controllers might induce additional control
plane messages or operators need to pay more due to additional
control software licenses.

In order to fully exploit the flexibility of softwarized net-
works, the network might react with a controller migration, e.g., 895
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Figure 4: Flexibility comparison of different system implementations (1 or 3
controllers) with varying constraints T and C. Each square represents the av-
erage flexibility of 50 simulation runs on 100 size demand change sequence.
If the time or cost constraint is relaxed to infinity, then the cost-efficiency and
reactivity property of flexibility is emphasized, respectively (see Def. 4).

a simple virtual machine migration when the flows are chang-
ing. The idea is to migrate the controllers towards locations
that are closer to the current flow demands, i.e., their source
and destination nodes.

Formally, a demand di ∈ Ω represents a set of flows, spec-900

ified by a set of triplets (s, t, r), each indicating source s ∈ N ,
target t ∈ N and the requested number of flows r ∈ N+ be-
tween s and t. The set of all possible new flows is defined as
Ω = N × N × N+. Assume a time-slotted network operation,
such that in each slot a set of new flows di are in the network and905

their forwarding paths need to be set up by the control plane.
Because the network optimizes the controller positions, the as-
sociated state VX(di) is the optimal controller placement that
minimizes the average flow setup time given the demand di, as
well as the implemented paths. Because the used paths and con-910

troller positions are uniquely defined, VX(di) contains a single
element ∀di ∈ Ω. We can model different numbers of con-
trollers as different system implementations Xn and realize that
VXn (di) of different system implementations are completely dif-
ferent, respectively. According to our flexibility definition, they915

can be compared due to the same demand sets.
To react to a demand change di, j, the control plane first

needs to find the optimal placement VX(d j) that induces a cer-
tain cost cX(di, j) = cX(d j), defined as the optimal average flow
setup time withVX(d j). If the current optimal placementVX(d j)920

is different from the previous optimal placementVX(di), a cer-
tain delay τX(di, j) is induced to record the control plane adapta-
tion time [9]. The adaptation is counted as a success if and only
if cX(di, j) < C and τX(di, j) < T .

The numerical results of this use case are generated using925

the flow of Algorithm 1 on the Abilene network topology. Fig. 4
shows the heatmap of the flexibility value with different time
and cost constraint values. X1 and X3 represent the system im-
plementation with 1 controller and 3 controllers, respectively.
In general, the flexibility value of each system implementation930

increases when T or C increases, meaning that relaxed con-
straints allow more adaptation successes. Besides, X3 is more
flexible for most of the C and T constraint combinations. How-

ever, a counter-intuitive observation, is that for tight T and re-
laxed C, X1 is more flexible than X3 (upper-left corner of the 935

heatmap). This is because in this region, the optimal placement
of X1 does not vary much but a fixed position is optimal for
a majority of the demands, whereas that of X3 changes more
frequently and induces adaptation time that violates the time
constraint. This effect corresponds to the reactivity and cost- 940

efficiency perspective, which are given in the lines indicated
with ∞. Comparing these, we can claim that X3 is more cost-
efficient with respect to the control plane latency than X1. How-
ever, for low adaptation time constraints X1 is more reactive,
as it does not invest the time to re-optimize its state. Finally, 945

for relaxed cost and time constraints, both systems are equally
adaptive, as is seen in the upper right corner. In principle, X1
and X3 are able to serve any of the demand changes.

Beside these conclusions, we also would like to mention
that this use case demonstrates another interesting aspect of 950

our flexibility analysis: the potential drawbacks when blindly
optimizing for specific costs. As our simulations demonstrate,
minimizing the control plane latency renders X3 to be less flex-
ible than X1 for tight adaptation times. However, this drawback
could have been avoided by optimizing both X1 and X3 for the 955

same latency target, i.e., satisfying control plane latency instead
of minimizing for it. In such case, X3 should have shown the
same flexibility as X1. We take this observation also as a moti-
vation to even optimize for flexibility [36] – which should avoid
such optimization pitfalls. 960

7.2. Protection Routing
In this use case we compare different protection approaches

regarding their network flexibility. Each flow is routed from
source to target node with minimum bandwidth cost, and in ad-
dition, the flows should be protected against single-link failures 965

(e.g., with a disjoint path-pair). The protection methods are
evaluated in a network where some flows were already embed-
ded, which means that the free capacity on the links is changing
after flow set-up or tear-down events. Hence, we consider the
network topology with the currently available free capacities on 970

its links as the input for our protection routing problem. Flex-
ibility is evaluated as the ability to provide a minimum avail-
ability (i.e., single link failure resilient routing) under different
underlying free capacities. In particular, we consider three dif-
ferent protection schemes [30], namely: 975

• 1 + 1 dedicated path protection, which requires a disjoint
path-pair between the source si and target node ti. The
whole user data, split into two parts AB and requiring
two capacity units, is sent along both paths.

• Diversity coding (DC), requires three disjoint paths be- 980

tween the source and target node. On each path, only a
single capacity unit is required, as data halves A, B and
redundancy data A XOR B is sent along the paths.

• Generalized diversity coding (GDC) [30], which com-
bines the previous two approaches in order to circumvent 985

their weaknesses, namely the bottleneck links with one
unit of free capacity for 1 + 1 (it can use only links with 2
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Figure 5: 80 node networks with increasing number of bottleneck links.

capacity units), and the topological limit of DC (lack of
three disjoint paths), respectively.

We can formally argue that GDC is the most adaptive ap-990

proach from the three according to Observation 3 in Sec. 3.3,
as it can realize each flow which either 1 + 1 or DC can (as
they are special cases of GDC) and even more owing to its
adaptable protection structure. In order to show this quantita-
tively, in our experimental evaluation we took a snapshot from995

the considered topology, and represent the state of the network
as the free capacities on the links and the currently embed-
ded protection paths (denoted as d0). A demand is given as
a source target pair, di = (si, ti). The demand change sequence
D = {d0,1, d0,2, . . . , d0,N} contains single-shot demand changes.1000

In our simulations N = |N| · (|N| − 1), i.e., a flow request is
given between each source-target pair, which means N = 6320
demand changes in our 80 node topologies. Time and cost con-
straints are relaxed to infinity here, as we are interested in the
adaptability perspective (i.e., acceptance ratio of new flow re-1005

quests).
Fig. 5 contains our simulation results, which were obtained

by decreasing the free link capacities (i.e., increasing the num-
ber of bottleneck links) on two topologies with different aver-
age node degrees, and challenging the topology withD in each1010

snapshot. One can observe, that in the denser network with
high node degree in Fig. 5(a), where three disjoint paths exist
between the node-pairs more often, diversity coding is equally
as flexible as GDC. Furthermore, as the number of bottleneck
links increases (i.e., with higher traffic load), the number of1015

protectable node-pairs for 1 + 1 decreases, making it the less
flexible choice. On the other hand, in the sparser network in
Fig. 5(b) only between the 54% of node-pairs exist three dis-
joint paths, which makes DC the less flexible choice up to 30%
of bottleneck links. In the scenario with 30% bottleneck links1020

the flexibility of 1 + 1 decreases to 54% as well. Hence, indeed
in this limited situation GDC is 38% more flexible than any of
its counterparts. In general, GDC is always at least as flexible
as any of the other two schemes, which backs up our intuition.

Finally, we investigate the compound network flexibility of1025

the two topologies. As we have the same N number of demand
changes in both 80-node networks in D, the two settings are
considered to be equally important; hence, the overall flexibil-

ity can be calculated simply as the average flexibility of the two
system set-ups. Therefore, 1 + 1 outperforms DC up to 25% 1030

of bottleneck links, while DC is bit more flexible if the net-
work is loaded (both around 0.75). However, the compound
flexibility of GDC is always above 0.95. We also note that the
additional flexibility of GDC does not induce more bandwidth
cost (i.e., KP), as the capacity consumption of GDC always 1035

lower or equal to the better from 1 + 1 and DC. However, the
XOR coding might have some additional equipment or software
cost (i.e., KR), and also might increase the reaction time (i.e.,
CR) owing to the deployment of multiple sub-flows between the
source and the target nodes. 1040

8. Conclusions

In this work we introduced a framework for evaluating net-
work flexibility that can help researchers and network opera-
tors to quantitatively support the flexibility advantage of new
networking approaches. We showed that relating network flex- 1045

ibility to the size of the achievable demand change set fulfills
all of our expectations about the intuitive usage of the term, and
allows a quantitative flexibility comparison and cost analysis of
different networks systems and approaches. We further demon-
strated that any mathematical measure function can, in gen- 1050

eral, serve as a flexibility metric. Thus, we introduced multiple
normalizations which can give our flexibility value an intuitive
meaning (e.g., flexibility degree). Building on these analytical
considerations, a measurement flow for empirical assessment
of flexibility was proposed. We extended the flexibility frame- 1055

work with a cost of flexibility analysis and different demand
utilities as well, which helped to tailor the theoretical model to
the characteristics of real network environments. We applied
the measure to the use cases of flow embedding in software-
defined networks and dedicated path protection, and showed 1060

that the novel measure reflects our intuition on flexibility, as
well as enables concise argumentation.
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